
Dance
Classes
for Youth

our youth
program
Danspace is the only Bay Area school
inspired by the Corvino approach,
which teaches a clean, classical
technique free of mannerism, with
great emphasis on musicality, artistry,
purity of line, as well as balance and
coordination which ultimately lead to
more flexibility and strength. 

at Danspace

473 Hudson Street
Oakland, CA

info@danspace.com

danspace.com

(510) 420-0920

Ages 8-18

Technical training in a
creative, supportive
environment Photo by Matt Haber



Class Placements:
info@danspace.com
510-420-0920

about
danspace
Danspace was founded in
1976 by Beth Hoge.
Danspace continues to
offer a positive learning
experience in a caring and
supportive environment,
respectful of the individual.  
We teach developmentally
appropriate classes
centered in creative and
natural movement and
dance technique.

Ballet & Pointe
Ballet  c lasses provide a sol id

foundation for learning classical
technique within a supportive

environment.  Through careful  training
of the body we are focused on dynamic

al ignment,  f lexibi l i ty ,  and strength.

Modern Jazz
Modern Jazz offers a Horton-based

Modern technique warm up, applying
concepts from bal let  c lass to Modern

and Jazz movement.  Students sample a
wide range of styles from Broadway to

Classical  Jazz and Funk inspired
choreography.

Composition
Composit ion offers an introduction to

dance making focused on using the
elements of t ime, space,  and energy to

create and share movement studies.
Classes encourage movement

invention and offer an introduction to
col laboration as they learn how to
make dances together in duets and

small  groups.

Performance
Opportunities

Students have the opportunity to learn
performance techniques and

partic ipate in a variety of informal and
professional  sett ings during the school

year avai lable to students who are
enrol led in Bal let  1a & up and attend

classes consistently.
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